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Time-averaged autoorrelation funtions of a dihotomous random proess swithing between 1
and 0 and governed by wide power law sojourn time distribution are studied. Suh a proess, alled
a Lévy walk, desribes dynamial behaviors of many physial systems, uoresene intermitteny
of semiondutor nanorystals under ontinuous laser illumination being one example. When the
mean sojourn time diverges the proess is non-ergodi. In that ase, the time average autoorrelation
funtion is not equal to the ensemble averaged autoorrelation funtion, instead it remains random
even in the limit of long measurement time. Several approximations for the distribution of this ran-
dom autoorrelation funtion are obtained for dierent parameter ranges, and favorably ompared
to Monte Carlo simulations. Nonergodiity of the power spetrum of the proess is briey disussed,
and a nonstationary Wiener-Khinthine theorem, relating the orrelation funtions and the power
spetrum is presented. The onsidered situation is in full ontrast to the usual assumptions of
ergodiity and stationarity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many time series exhibit a random behavior whih an
be represented by a two-state proess [1℄. In suh pro-
esses the state of the system will jump between state on
and state o. Examples inlude ion hannel gating dy-
namis in biologial transport proesses [2, 3℄ and gene
expression levels [4, 5℄ in ells, neuronal spike trains [6℄,
motion of bateria [7℄, uoresene intermitteny of single
moleules [8℄ and nanorystals [9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, and u-
oresene utuations of nanopartiles diusing through
a laser fous [14℄. Some aspets of spin dynamis an
also be haraterized using two distintive states [15, 16℄.
These diverse systems may display non-ergodiity and/or
Lévy statistis [17, 18, 19, 20℄, and often their behavior
is found to deviate from simple senarios used in the past
to interpret the behavior of ensembles. In partiular, in
ertain systems [2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄ power
law sojourn times are found for one or both of the states.
Lévy statistis, whih manifests itself in appearane of
power laws, is also found in ows on haoti maps [21℄,
whih may be used to model dynamis of various om-
plex systems with non-linear interations. In this paper
we address non-ergodiity of the Lévy walk proesses us-
ing a stohasti approah.
We model the intermittent behavior by a random pro-
ess whih swithes between the two states after random
sojourn times drawn from the probability density fun-
tions (PDFs) ψ±(τ), where the ± denote the two states
(see Fig. 1). It is assumed that these sojourn times are
mutually independent random variables. In the follow-
ing we assume ommon PDF for both states ψ(τ), unless
stated otherwise, and assume that in state +, or on, the
system is desribed by the intensity I = 1, while in state
−, or o, it is desribed by zero intensity, I = 0 (Fig. 1).
We onsider the ase of power law deay for long times
ψ(τ) ∼ θτ−1−θ , 0 < θ < 1, (1)
where we use natural units with dimensionless τ . Suh
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Figure 1: Shemati representation of a dihotomous proess.
T = T ′ − t′, where T ′ is the duration of the experiment and
t′ is the time dierene used in orrelation funtion (see Eq.
(2)). Note that in Setion V we redene tn to be equal to T
and τn is redened to be T − tn−1, to simplify notation.
distributions are observed in nanorystal experiments
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, whih under ontinuous laser illumi-
nation exhibit random two-state blinking. As the mean
sojourn time diverges, this situation reets aging and
non-ergodiity. Aging means dependene of some observ-
ables (e.g., ensemble average orrelation funtions) on
absolute times from the proess onset at time zero, even
in the limit of long times [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. Non-
ergodiity means that ensemble averages are not equal to
time averages of single realizations, even in the limit of
long times.
Generally speaking, our model represents the so-alled
Lévy walk proess [19℄, in whih a partile travels on
a line with a onstant veloity, hanging diretions at
random times; the sojourn times are distributed with a
power-law deaying PDF ψ(τ). Some of the systems men-
tioned above an in ertain aspets be viewed as physial
realizations of the Lévy walk.
In this manusript we investigate the time average or-
relation funtion of the Lévy walk proess. When θ < 1
the proess is nonergodi, beause the mean sojourn time
diverges. It is a ommon pratie to replae the time
2average orrelation funtion with the ensemble average
orrelation funtion. Suh a replaement is valid only for
ergodi proesses. Previous attempt to model orrelation
funtion of the Lévy walk proess, ignored the problem
of ergodiity [28℄. Nonergodiity was observed in exper-
iments of Dahan's group [12, 13℄, who obtained noner-
godi orrelation funtions in experiments on nanorys-
tals. However, as far as we know there is no attempt to
quantify the nonergodi properties of orrelation fun-
tions of blinking nano-rystals and other Lévy walk pro-
esses. Suh a quantiation is important in understand-
ing the unusual behavior of physial systems and math-
ematial models desribed in terms of Lévy walks. Here
we present a detailed analysis of our ndings, part of
whih was reported in [29℄.
II. TIME AVERAGE CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS
We onsider an on-o signal in the interval (0, T ′) with
intensity I(t) jumping between two states I(t) = 1 and
I(t) = 0. At start of the measurement t = 0 the proess
begins in state on I(0) = 1. The proess is harater-
ized based on the sequene {τon1 , τ
off
2 , τ
on
3 , τ
off
4 , · · ·} of
on and o sojourn times or equivalently aording to
the dots on the time axis t1, t2, · · ·, on whih transitions
from on to o or vie versa our (f. Fig. 1). Dene
the following time-averaged (TA) orrelation funtion for
a single realization/trajetory:
CTA(t
′, T ′) =
∫ T ′−t′
0 I(t)I(t+ t
′)dt
T ′ − t′
=
∫ T
0 I(t)I(t+ t
′)dt
T
,
(2)
and we denoted
T = T ′ − t′ > 0.
We are interested in the asymptoti behavior of the or-
relation funtion for large T and t′, and dene a ratio
r =
t′
T ′
, (3)
whih will be a useful parameter. In the non-ergodi
situations we onsider, the distribution of the orrelation
funtion will asymptotially depend on t′ and T ′ only
through their ratio r.
The mathematial goal of this paper is to investigate
the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′). We rst onsider the PDF of
CTA(t
′, T ′) in the ergodi ase, and then address the
non-ergodiity for θ < 1. This PDF is denoted by
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z), where 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 are possible values of
CTA(t
′, T ′), due to Eq. (2).
A. Ergodi ase
Let us rst onsider the ergodi ase with exponen-
tial PDF of sojourn times ψ(τ) = e−τ , when the mean
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Figure 2: Distribution of time-averaged orrelation funtion
for ψ(τ ) = e−τ is seen to approah the Dira delta funtion as
the average number of transitions per realization 〈N〉 grows.
Loation of the delta funtion shifts from 1/2 for r = 0 to
1/4 for any r 6= 0 for large enough T ′(and hene also t′), as
indiated by the dotted line. Here 〈N〉 = T ′.
sojourn time dened by
〈τ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
τψ(τ)dτ = 1
is nite. If the proess is ergodi, the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′)
will approah in the limit of long times T ′ → ∞, the
Dira delta funtion
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) ∼ δ (z − 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉) , (4)
where 〈〉 represent ensemble average. This is what we
mean by ergodiity of the two-time orrelation funtion.
We illustrate this behavior in Figure 2, using numerial
simulations. Inreasing the experimental time T ′ (and
hene also t′, to keep r onstant) leads to narrowing
of the distribution of the orrelation funtion, yielding
asymptotially Eq. (4). It is also lear that, for any
nonzero r the ensemble average 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉 will tend
to (1/2)2 = 1/4 as we inrease T ′. Strething of the dis-
tributions observed in Fig. 2 for large r is due to the
niteness of T ′: here T = T ′ − t′ beomes of the order
of unity, whih is the mean time of e−τ . Therefore, this
behavior is ompletely pre-asymptoti.
The piture is ompletely dierent when we onsider
Eq. (1) with θ < 1, as is shown below. There is no
narrowing of the distribution, and it atually tends to
a universal shape, whih is a funtion of r and θ alone.
The analogue of this distribution in the ergodi ase is
the Dira delta, Eq. (4). In the ergodi ase, one is
usually interested in the non-universal behavior for rela-
tively short t′ of the order of mean sojourn time, while
for long t′ the behavior is trivial. On the ontrary, in
the non-ergodi regime we onsider, the behavior of in-
terest in this paper is the universal nontrivial asymptoti
behavior. From now on, θ < 1 [30℄.
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Figure 3: Two randomly seleted trajetories for θ = 0.3.
There are approximately 1000 transitions in eah trajetory.
The behavior is dominated by a few large intervals and hene
is strongly nonergodi.
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Figure 4: One randomly seleted trajetory for θ = 0.8 with
1000 transitions. In omparison to θ = 0.3 (Fig. 3), the
longest sojourn times here are shorter and the behavior is
less nonergodi.
B. Non-ergodi ase
We begin the disussion of a non-ergodi situation by
illustrating two randomly seleted trajetories for θ = 0.3
in Fig. 3. Clearly, these two trajetories are dier-
ent, and hene time averaged orrelation funtions of
these two trajetories will be dierent, yielding ergodi-
ity breaking. It is important to emphasize that inreas-
ing the measurement time T ′, would not yield an ergodi
behavior, sine the proess has no harateristi average
time sale. In Fig. 4 we show one trajetory with θ = 0.8
to ompare to Fig. 3. One an say that for θ = 0.8 the
nonergodiity is weaker. Unlike Fig. 3, in Fig. 4 we do
not see one long on or o period dominating the time
series. In Figure 5 we plot ten typial realizations of a
orrelation funtion, for a power-law deaying ψ(τ) fol-
lowing Eq. (1) with θ = 0.3 and θ = 0.8. The most
striking feature of this gure is that the orrelation fun-
tions are random. For very small r there is more or less
smooth evolution of the orrelation funtions. As r grows
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Figure 5: Ten typial realizations of CTA dependene on r =
t′/T ′ for θ = 0.3 (top) and θ = 0.8 (bottom). T ′ is kept
onstant, t′ hanges. For an ergodi proess all orrelation
funtions would follow the same master urve, the ensemble
average orrelation funtion.
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Figure 6: PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) for dierent r = t′/T ′ and θ =
0.3. 〈N〉 ≈ 103, T ′ ≈ 1.66 × 1010. Absissas are possible
values of CTA(t
′, T ′). Diamonds are numerial simulations.
Curves are analytial results without tting: for r = 0 Eq.
(7) is used (full line), for r = 0.01 and 0.1 Eq. (23) is used
(dashed) and for r = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99 Eq. (29) is used (full).
See Setion VI for details.
their behavior beomes more haoti. We stress that this
randomness is a true behavior and is not a problem in
our simulations.
For many realizations, our numerial simulations are
used to obtain PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) depited in Figures 6 , 7
and 8 for θ = 0.3, θ = 0.5 and θ = 0.8, respetively
(〈N〉 is the average number of transitions per realization;
details of these simulations are deferred until Setion VI
and theoretial analysis is developed in Setion V below).
4The diamonds are numerial results. In all the gures
we vary r ≡ t′/T ′. First onsider the ase r = 0. For
θ = 0.3 and θ = 0.5 we see from Figs. 6 and 7 that
the PDF PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) has a U shape. This is a strong
non-ergodi behavior, sine the PDF does not peak on
the ensemble averaged value of the orrelation funtion
whih is 1/2. On the other hand, when θ = 0.8 the PDF
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) has a W shape (f. Fig. 8), a weak non
ergodi behavior. To understand the origin of this type of
transition note that as θ → 0 we expet the proess to be
in an on state or an o state for the whole duration of the
measurement. This is so beause the probability that the
sojourn time is longer then T ′ will be ∼ (T ′)−θ → 1 (f.
Fig. 3). Hene in that ase the PDF of the orrelation
funtion will peak on CTA(t
′, T ′) = 1 and CTA(t
′, T ′) = 0
(i.e U shape behavior). On the other hand when θ → 1
we expet a more ergodi behavior, sine for θ > 1 the
mean on and o periods are nite, this manifests itself
in a peak of the distribution funtion of CTA(t
′, T ′) on
the ensemble average value of 1/2 and a W shape PDF
emerges (Fig 8, r = 0). Note that for θ < 1 there is
still statistial weight for trajetories whih are on or o
for periods of the order of the measurement time T ′, and
the distribution of CTA(0, T
′) attains its maximum on
CTA(0, T
′) = 1 and CTA(0, T
′) = 0.
For r > 0 we observe in Figs. 6 and 8 non-symmetrial
and non-trivial shapes of the PDF of the orrelation fun-
tion. These PDFs agree very well with the analytial re-
sults, whih we derive later. Not shown in Figs. 6, 7 and
8 is a delta funtion ontribution on CTA(t
′, T ′) = 0. In
other words, for t′ 6= 0, some of the random orrelation
funtions are equal zero. The number of suh orrelation
funtions is inreasing when r is inreased. When r → 1,
half of the orrelation funtions are equal to zero (see
Setion V). Qualitatively, onsidering large r, the orre-
lation is between the signal lose to its starting point and
the signal lose to its end point. Roughly speaking, lose
to the end of the signal, typially long sojourn intervals
with no transitions our (f. Fig. 3; i.e. persistene, as
explained later in the paper in more detail - f. Eq. (14)).
For those types of trajetories being in state o at the
end, the orrelation funtion should be zero. We stress
that the distributions observed on Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are
not a saling artifat: analogous alulations in the ase
of θ > 1 lead in the limit T ′ → ∞ to Dira δ-funtions
instead, as was shown above (Setion IIA; f. Fig. 2).
We now turn to an analytial treatment of the de-
sribed non-ergodiity.
III. t′ = 0: LAMPERTI DISTRIBUTION
In the ase t′ = 0 there exists known asymptotially
exat expression for PCTA(0,T )(z). Let us dene
I[a,b] =
∫ b
a
I(t)dt
b− a
, (5)
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Figure 7: PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) for dierent r = t′/T ′ and θ =
0.5. 〈N〉 ≈ 103, T ′ ≈ 2.47 × 106. Diamonds are numerial
simulations. Curves are analytial results without tting: for
r = 0 Eq. (7) is used (full line), for r = 0.01 and 0.1 Eq. (23)
is used (dashed) and for r = 0.5, 0.9 and 0.99 Eq. (29) is used
(full). See Setion VI for details.
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Figure 8: PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) for dierent r = t′/T ′ and θ =
0.8. 〈N〉 ≈ 104, T ′ ≈ 6.15 × 105. Diamonds are numerial
simulations. Curves are analytial results without tting: for
r = 0 Eq. (7) is used (full line), for r = 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 Eq.
(23) is used (dashed) and for r = 0.9 and 0.99 Eq. (29) is
used (full). See Setion VI for details.
the time average intensity between time a and time b > a.
For t′ = 0 from Eq. (2) it immediately follows that the
time averaged orrelation funtion is idential to the time
average intensity
CTA(0, T ) = I[0,T ] =
T+[0,T ]
T
(6)
where T+[a,b] is the total time on of a partiular realization
in the time interval [a, b]. The time average intensity
5I[0,T ] has a known asymptoti distribution as T → ∞,
found originally by Lamperti [15, 31℄ and denoted in this
paper as ℓθ:
PCTA(0,T )(z) = lθ (z) ,
and
lθ (z) =
sinπθ
π
zθ−1 (1− z)
θ−1
z2θ + (1− z)2θ + 2zθ (1− z)θ cosπθ
,
(7)
for 0 ≤ z ≤ 1. For negative z and for z > 1 it is zero.
Note that ℓθ(z) = ℓθ(1 − z) and ℓθ(z) diverges at z =
0, 1. This funtion is normalized to 1 for any 0 < θ ≤
1. The Lamperti PDF is shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8
for the ase r = 0, together with the numerial results.
The transition between the U shape behavior and the
W shape behavior happens at θc = 0.5946.... Lamperti
distribution is related to the well known arsine law [32℄
(ase θ = 1/2). Other works regarding relative time spent
by a system in one of two states are [16, 33, 34℄.
IV. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉
Another useful asymptotially exat result that an be
derived is the mean of PCTA(t′,T ′)(z), i.e., the ensemble
average of CTA(t
′, T ′). Generalizing to slightly dierent
on and o time PDFs, with equal exponents but dierent
oeients,
ψ±(t) ∼ A±t
−1−θ, (8)
it has been shown [26℄ that the mean intensity-intensity
orrelation funtion is asymptotially, for t′ ≥ 0
〈I(t)I(t+ t′)〉 ∼ P+−P+P−
sinπθ
π
B
(
1
1 + t/t′
; 1− θ, θ
)
,
(9)
where the inomplete beta funtion is dened as
B(z;α, β) =
∫ z
0
xα−1(1 − x)β−1dx (10)
and
P± =
A±
A+ +A−
.
In the partiular ase of equal ψ±(t) we have P± = 1/2.
Eq. (9) exhibits aging sine the orrelation funtion de-
pends on t even when it is long. Aging of the ensemble
average orrelation funtion is related to nonergodiity
of single realization trajetory.
Integrating we thus obtain from Eq. (2)
〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉 =
∫ T
0
〈I(t)I(t + t′)〉 dt
T
∼ P 2+ + P+P−×
sinπθ
π
[
B(1 − r; θ, 1− θ)
1− r
−
1
θ
(
r
1− r
)1−θ]
.
(11)
We see that the mean of the single trajetory orrelation
funtion asymptotially depends only on the ratio r of
its arguments. We will show that the same is true also
for the whole PDF of this random funtion, and not only
for its mean. For r lose to zero and to one,
〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉 ∼


P+
(
1− (1− P+)
r1−θ sinπθ
πθ(1 − θ)
)
, r ≪ 1
P 2+ + P+P−
(1− r)θ sinπθ
πθ(1 + θ)
, 1− r ≪ 1.
(12)
It is worth mentioning that for an ergodi time series
the variane
σ2I(T ) =
〈(
I[0,T ] −
〈
I[0,T ]
〉)2〉
=
〈
I2[0,T ]
〉
−
〈
I[0,T ]
〉2
should go to zero as T → ∞. In the ase θ < 1, in this
limit
〈
I[0,T ]
〉
→ P+ [26℄ and using Eq. (9),
σ2I(T )→
sinπθ
π
P+P−
∫ 1
0
B(x; θ, 1−θ)dx = P+P−(1−θ),
(13)
whih is non-zero, and so we an prove the non-
ergodiity of the onsidered proess, even without know-
ing PCTA(t′,T ′)(z). The last equality an be easily ob-
tained using Eq. (10).
We onlude this setion by introduing the probability
p0(a, b) of making no transition, either up to down or vie
versa, between two arbitrary times a and b ≥ a, known
as the persistene probability. For large a (f. Eq. (B2))
p0(a, b) ∼
sinπθ
π
B (a/b; θ, 1− θ) . (14)
Without going into details, we note that this probability
plays important role in Lévy walks, and in partiular in
formulas given above [15, 26℄. Its ruial feature is that it
depends on the ratio of times and not on their dierene,
as is the ase for ergodi proesses. See also [33, 35℄.
Remark: Eq. (13) also follows from the fat that
σ2
I
(T ) should approah the variane of the Lamperti dis-
tribution (for P+ = P−), whose moments an be alu-
lated [15, appendix B℄.
V. t′ 6= 0: APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
We were able to obtain only a formal exat solution
for the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) for t′ 6= 0 (see Appendix
A). Therefore, we resort to approximations. To start
our analysis we divide the integration interval [0, T ] into
sojourn times τj . For onveniene we redene the rst
tj > T to be equal to T , and denote its index by n:
tn ≡ T . Aordingly, τn is redened to be T − tn−1 [f.
Fig. (1)℄. Thus, for i ≤ n we write
CTA(t
′, T ′) =
∑n
i odd
∫ ti
ti−1
I(t+ t′)dt
T
, (15)
6where we used the initial ondition that I(t) = 1 at time
t = 0. Hene I(t) = 1 in ti−1 < t < ti when i is odd, oth-
erwise it is zero. The summation in Eq. (15) is over odd
i's, and tn = T , namely n− 1 in Eq. (15) is the random
number of transitions in the interval [0, T ]. From Eq.
(15) we see that the time averaged orrelation funtion,
multiplied by T, is a sum of the random variables
∫ ti
ti−1
I(t)I(t+t′)dt =


τi − t
′ + I[ti,ti+t′]t
′ i odd, τi > t
′
I[ti−1+t′,ti+t′]τi i odd, τi < t
′
0 i even.
(16)
Using Eqs. (15, 16) we nd an exat expression for the
orrelation funtion
TCTA (t
′, T ′) =
n∑
i odd
τi −
n∑
i odd
τi < t
′
(1 − I[ti−1+t′,ti+t′])τi
− t′
n∑
i odd
τi > t
′
(
1− I[ti,ti+t′]
)
.
(17)
The rst term on the right hand side of this equation is
T+ the total time spent in state on in the time interval
[0, T ], in the remaining two terms we have onsidered
sojourn times τi larger or smaller than t
′
separately.
The ore idea of our approximate solution is to replae
the time-averaged intensities entering Eq. (17) by their
mean-eld value, spei for a given realization. Then for
short t′ we replae I[ti−1+t′,ti+t′] and I[ti,ti+t′] by I[0,T ],
while for long t′ we use I[t′,T ′] instead. Some alternative
approximations are given in Appendix C. In the follow-
ing, we treat short and long t′ separately.
A. Small t′
Within the mean eld theory, Eq. (17) is approximated
by
TCTA(t
′, T ′) = I[0,T ]T −
(
1− I[0,T ]
) (
t′N+ +Σ+
)
(18)
where N+ is the number of odd (i.e. on) intervals satis-
fying τi ≥ t
′
and i ≤ n, while Σ+ ≡
∑n
i odd,τi<t′
τi is the
sum of all odd τi < t
′
and i ≤ n. For any partiular re-
alization N+ will derease with t′ in a step-wise fashion,
while Σ+ will inrease in a step-wise fashion. The term
t′N+ +Σ+ in Eq. (18), however, will be ontinuous.
We proeed by replaingN+ and Σ+ with their saling
forms. N+ should sale as ∼ n+
∫ T+
t′
ψ(τ)dτ and Σ+ ∼
n+
∫ t′
0
τψ(τ)dτ , where n+ is the number of on intervals
omprising a given T+. First note that for t′ > T+,
N+ = 0 and Σ+ = T+. Seond, we assume
n+ ∼
sinπθ
πθ
(T+)θ (19)
in analogy to the saling of n with T (e.g., [15℄). There-
fore, using Eq. (1) we propose that for 1≪ t′ ≤ T+
N+ ≈
sinπθ
πθ
[(
T+
t′
)θ
− 1
]
, (20)
and similarly,
Σ+ ≈ t′
(
T+
t′
)θ
. (21)
Finally, plugging Eqs. (20, 21) into Eq. (18) results in
CTA(t
′, T ′) ≃

 I[0,T ]
{
1−
(
1− I[0,T ]
) [(
r
(1−r)I[0,T ]
)1−θ (
sinpiθ
piθ
+ 1
)
− sin piθ
piθ
r
(1−r)I[0,T ]
]}
t′ < T+
I2[0,T ] t
′ > T+.
(22)
Eq. (22) yields the orrelation funtion, however unlike
standard ergodi theories the orrelation funtion here is
a random funtion sine it depends on I[0,T ].
The PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) = z is now easy to nd from
the Lamperti PDF of I[0,T ] = x. Using the hain rule,
and Eqs. (6,7, 22):
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z(x)) ≈
ℓθ(x)∣∣∣∣dz(x)dx
∣∣∣∣
(23)
whih is a parametri representation of PCTA(t′,T ′)(z)
(dz/dx = dCTA(t
′, T ′)/dI[0,T ] is found from Eq. (22)).
In Figs. 6, 7 and 8 we plot the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′)
(dashed urves) together with numerial simulations (di-
amonds) and nd exellent agreement between theory
and simulation, for the ases where our approximations
are expeted to hold r < 1/2. In the above treatment we
approximated I[t′,T ′] by I[0,T ], whih is legitimate only
for small enough t′ < T , leading to a deterministi de-
pendene of CTA(t
′, T ′) on I[0,T ].
Remark 1: Note that in the ergodi ase (in whih
we an insert θ = 1 in the saling relations) it fol-
lows that CTA(0, T
′) = I[0,T ] = 1/2 for r = 0 and
CTA(0, T
′) = I2[0,T ] = 1/4 for any r 6= 0. This behav-
7ior reets omplete deorrelation of I(t) and I(t+ t′) for
any (large enough) t′, irrespetive of the value of T ′, as
is indeed the ase.
Remark 2: There is a ertain similarity between Eq.
(22) and Eq. (12) for small r. Only qualitatively, a re-
alization with a given I[0,T ] an be viewed as generated
using ψ±(τ) with A+ 6= A− (f. Eq. (8)), suh that
P+ = I[0,T ]. See additional disussion of Eq. (22) in
Appendix D.
B. Large t′
To understand the behavior of the PDF of the or-
relation funtion for the limiting ase t′ ≈ T ′ ≫ T the
onept of persistene is important (see Eq. (14)). Reall
that the probability of I(t + t′) = const on the interval
[t′, T ′] grows to unity as t′/T ′ → 1. Moreover, there is
virtually no dependene on the signal values on t ∈ [0, T ]
and thus
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) ≈
1
2
ℓθ(z) +
1
2
δ(z − 0). (24)
There is a ollapse of half of the trajetories to a δ-peak
at z = 0, beause of zero intensity of the signal on [t′, T ′]
in one of the two states, with probability → 1/2. In
the seond ase the signal will be unity throughout the
interval [t′, T ′], with probability→ 1/2, while its relative
on time distribution in [0, T ] is given by Lamperti PDF.
More generally, for t′ not so large, but still t′ > T we
use the mean-eld, or deoupling approximation yielding
from Eq. (17)
CTA(t
′, T ′) ≈ I[0,T ]I[t′,T ′]. (25)
To alulate the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) in Eq. (25) we
use two steps: (i) alulate the PDF of I[t′,T ′] = z
whih statistially depends on I[0,T ] (it is denoted as
PI[t′,T ′](z|I[0,T ])) and then (ii) using the distribution of
I[0,T ], whih is the Lamperti's PDF Eq. (7), alulate
the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) = z:
PCTA(t′,T ′)(z) ∼
∫ 1
0
ℓθ(x)PI[t′,T ′]
( z
x
∣∣∣ x) dx
x
. (26)
Using the persistene probability Eq. (14), we ap-
proximate the onditional PDF of I[t′,T ′] = z for a given
I[0,T ] in the ase T ≪ t
′
by
PI[t′,T ′](z|I[0,T ]) ≃ [1− p0 (T, T
′)]QI[t′,T ′] (z) + p0 (T, T
′)
[
I[0,T ]δ (z − 1) +
(
1− I[0,T ]
)
δ (z)
]
, (27)
where QI[t′,T ′] (z) is the PDF of I[t′,T ′] onditioned that at least one transition ours in [T, T
′]. In Eq. (27) we
introdued the orrelation between I[t′,T ′] and I[0,T ] through the dependene of the right hand side of the equation
on I[0,T ]. We assumed that in the ase of no transitions in the time interval [T, T
′], the probability of the interval
[t′, T ′] to be all the time either on or off (the only possible hoies) is linearly proportional to the value of I[0,T ].
The persistene probability ontrols also the behavior of
QI[t′,T ′] (z) ≃ [1− p0 (t
′, T ′)] Θ (0 < z < 1) + p0 (t
′, T ′)
δ (z) + δ (z − 1)
2
. (28)
We assumed that if a transition ours in the interval [t′, T ′] the distribution of I[t′,T ′] is uniform [i.e., Θ(0 < z < 1) = 1
if the ondition in the parenthesis is orret℄. This is a rude approximation whih is, however, reasonable for our
purposes (however when θ approahes 1, this approximation does not work). The delta funtions in Eq. (28) arise
from two types of trajetories: If no transition ours either I[t′,T ′] = 1 (state on) or I[t′,T ′] = 0 (state off) with
equal probability. An asymptotially exat expression for QI[t′,T ′] (z) is given by Eq. (B3) in Appendix B; given the
approximate nature of our derivations, however, we hose to use Eq. (28) beause it is muh simpler.
Finally, from Eqs. (27,28,26), and using δ(a/x) = xδ(a) for x > 0, we obtain after some algebra
PCTA(t′,T ′) (z) ≃ [1− p0 (T, T
′)]
{
[1− p0 (t
′, T ′)]
∫ 1
z
lθ(x)
x
dx+
p0(t′,T ′)
2 [lθ (z) + δ (z)]
}
+ p0 (T, T
′)
[
zlθ (z) +
δ(z)
2
]
.
(29)
Note that to derive Eq. (29) we used the fat that I[0,T ]
and I[t′,T ′] are orrelated. In Figs. 6,7 and 8 we plot
these PDFs of CTA(t
′, T ′) (solid urves) together with
numerial simulations (diamonds) and nd good agree-
ment between theory and simulation, for the ases where
these approximations are expeted to hold, r > 1/2. Eq.
(24) is reovered from Eq. (29) in the limit of t′/T ′→ 1.
8VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND
COMPARISON TO APPROXIMATIONS
We performed Monte Carlo simulations to generate
distributions of the time averaged orrelation funtion
CTA(t
′, T ′) for dierent values of r = t′/T ′ and with dif-
ferent θ. Speially, for eah hosen θ the funtion
ψ(τ) =

 θτ−1−θ, τ ≥ 1
0, τ < 1
was used to generate random sojourn times until ertain
umulative time T ′ ≫ 1. This onstitutes a single real-
ization. Tens of thousands of realizations were generated
for eah θ.
For eah realization, CTA(t
′, T ′) was alulated for dif-
ferent t′ using Eqs. (2) and (A2). To hek whether the
PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) depends only on r we used dierent
T ′. We also used the one-sided L`evy PDF for ψ(τ) and
found that our results do not depend on details of ψ(τ)
besides the exponent θ of ourse. In addition, we alu-
lated 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉 from our simulations and ompared
it to the theoretial result Eq. (11). The agreement is
exellent, as long as T = T ′ − t′ ≫ 1.
Some simulations are shown on Figures 6, 7 and 8 to-
gether with various theoretial approximations, for θ =
0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 respetively. 〈N〉 is the number of tran-
sitions made until time T ′, averaged over realizations.
Diamonds are simulated data. Solid lines for r = 0 are
ℓθ(z) where 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 are possible values of CTA(0, T
′).
Dashed and solid lines for r 6= 0 are Eqs. (23) and (29)
for r ≤ 0.5 and r ≥ 0.5, respetively.
The disontinuity of the dashed lines, whih an be
notied at small values of CTA(t
′, T ′) for r = 0.1 is due to
the disontinuity of the derivative in Eq. (23) at I[0,T ] =
r/(1 − r), when CTA(t
′, T ′) beomes equal to I2[0,T ] =
r2/(1 − r)2, whih is very small for small r. Overall,
however, Eq. (23) agrees with the shown simulations for
r < 0.5.
Approximation (29) works well for all θ values and
r > 0.5, for whih it was designed, and it an be seen
that as r grows toward 1, the asymptoti result Eq. (24)
is approahed. The assumption of uniform distribution
of I[t′,T ′] for values between 0 and 1, used in Eq. (28),
is an oversimpliation when θ = 0.8, whih is partly re-
sponsible for slight disrepanies with the simulated data.
Qualitatively, the PDF of I[t1,t2] is similar to ℓθ(z) whih
starts growing a maximum at z = 0.5 for approximately
θ > 0.6 and so Eq. (28) is not very aurate for θ = 0.8.
Also, here T ′ ≈ 6×105 is not very large and therefore the
simulated distributions haven't ompletely reahed their
asymptoti forms (e.g., observe slight shape dierenes
between simulated data and theory for r = 0).
Dot-dashed lines in Fig. 6 for θ = 0.3 are based on Eq.
(C3). They are shown only for r < 0.5; this approxima-
tion works well in the limit of small θ and r.
Our simulations show that for θ = 0.5 the
PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) = z is losely approximated by
2 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉 ℓ0.5(z)+(1− 2 〈CTA(t
′, T ′)〉) δ(z). Dotted
lines in Fig. 7 are the nonsingular part of this expres-
sion, i.e., Lamperti distributions normalized by the rela-
tive mean. They are in good agreement with the data,
and therefore are hardly visible. We have no explanation
for this fat, besides the qualitative argument that as r
grows from zero, for lower θ the left side of the distribu-
tion drops (f. Fig. 6), while for higher θ it rises (f. Fig.
8), and so somewhere between θ = 0.3 and θ = 0.8 it
might remain unhanged. For t′/T ′ → 1 this expression
approahes Eq. (24).
For r = 0 the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′) is the Lamperti dis-
tribution. As an be observed from omparison of the
PDFs with r = 0 and r > 0 in Figs. 6 and 8, the PDF of
CTA(t
′, T ′) is shifted to the left as r inreases from zero.
This is so beause small I[0,T ] values mean small propor-
tion of time spent on, and there is a large probability
that a small t′ will yield zero orrelation in suh realiza-
tions. This is in agreement with Eq. (C3). For larger θ
values, there are more short and less long intervals ov-
ering the time of experiment T ′ (as an be seen from
Eq. (C2), beause r1−θ inreases toward 1 with growing
θ, for any xed r > 0). Therefore, relatively small shift
t′ (small r) will ause no signiant eet in the ase of
small θ, dominated by large intervals, while in the ase
of large θ this small shift t′ will deorrelate many inter-
vals, thus signiantly reduing the orrelation funtion.
Realizations with small I[0,T ] also will lose orrelation
faster for the same reason, leading to a non-uniform vis-
ible deformation of the shape of the PDF of CTA(t
′, T ′).
Of ourse, as r grows this simple piture breaks. How-
ever, for r approahing unity we reover another simple
asymptoti result (24).
A. 2D histograms
Two dimensional histograms, showing the frequeny
of events CTA(t
′, T ′) for a partiular value of I[0,T ′] are
now onsidered. These histograms show the orrelation
between CTA(t
′, T ′) and I[0,T ′]. As we explained already
for r = 0 we have CTA(t
′, T ′) = I[0,T ′], hene we have
total orrelation in this simple ase. When r is small,
our approximate solution Eq. (22) suggests a strong or-
relation between CTA(t
′, T ′) and I[0,T ′]. However, the
arguments we used to derive Eq. (22) neglet utua-
tions sine they are based on our non-ergodi mean eld
approximation. To hek our mean eld, and to under-
stand its limitations, the two dimensional histograms we
onsider in this setion are very useful. In addition, for
large r we see from Eq. (29), that aording to the deou-
pling approximation, the orrelation between CTA(t
′, T ′)
and I[0,T ′] is expeted to be weak, as is demonstrated
indeed by orrelation plots in Fig. 9.
Leaving the details to Appendix E, we an derive the
following rigorous boundaries (i.e., the inf and the sup)
of CTA(t
′, T ′): for r ≥ 1/2
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Figure 9: Distribution of CTA(t
′, T ′) as a funtion of I[0,T ′] for dierent values of r and θ. The gray sale is hanged
logarithmially with the number of ourrenes inside a square bin. Darker regions mean higher ourrenes. Dashed lines are
Eq. (22) with I[0,T ′] used instead of I[0,T ]. Full lines CTA(t
′, T ′) =
(
I[0,T ′] − r
)
/(1− r) are shown as well.
max
{
0,
I[0,T ′] − r
1− r
}
≤ CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤ min
{
1,
I[0,T ′]
2(1− r)
}
,
(30)
whih is in agreement with Fig. 9. For 1/3 ≤ r < 1/2 we
obtain
max
{
0,
I[0,T ′]+r−1
1−r ,
2I[0,T ′]−r−1
1−r
}
≤ CTA(t
′, T ′)
≤ min
{
2I[0,T ′]
3(1−r) ,
I[0,T ′]+1−2r
2(1−r)
}
.
(31)
For small r, on one hand the matters beome more
ompliated, so our argument is more qualitative . First
notie that if T−[0,T ′] ≡ T
′ − T+[0,T ′] is small enough then
all the o intervals an lie inside [t′, T ] and be used twie
(one in I(t) and one in I(t+ t′), for r 6= 0) to multiply
on intervals, hene CTA(t
′, T ′) ≥
(
T − 2T−[0,T ′]
)
/T =(
2I[0,T ′] − r − 1
)
/(1 − r). In most ases, small T−[0,T ′]
means that the last sojourn interval (going up to time T ′)
is in state on and all the o intervals are inside [0, T ], so
that CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤
(
T − T−[0,T ′]
)
/T =
(
I[0,T ′] − r
)
/(1 −
r). Compare this to Eq. (C3) derived in Appendix C.
It is argued there that this value of CTA(t
′, T ′) will be
ahieved more often for lower θ, in agreement with Fig.
9. This is not a rigorous upper bound, though; see Ap-
pendix E. If T+[0,T ′] is small enough then the lower bound
will be zero. The suient (but not neessary, in general)
ondition to ahieve zero is T+[0,T ′] ≤ 1/2 as then we an
onstrut a trajetory by hoosing zero intensity at the
time t+ t′ if it is 1 at time t, and vie versa.
On the other hand, for very small r (but t′ an be
large) we know that CTA(t
′, T ′) is almost unhanged, as
the whole signal is dominated by relatively few largest
sojourn intervals (f. Eq. (C2)); hene CTA(t
′, T ′) will
be lose to I[0,T ′]. The rigorous bounds are, therefore,
hardly reahed.
Remark: Our approximation Eq. (22), with I[0,T ]
replaed by I[0,T ′], is shown by the dashed lines on Fig.
9. For r = 1/2 it atually redues to CTA(t
′, T ′) = I2[0,T ′],
whih works better for higher θ, when the non-ergodiity
is weaker. In fat, a more preise way to nd CTA(t
′, T ′)
in this ase is using Eq. (25), but then there is no simple
formula onneting CTA(t
′, T ′) and I[0,T ] like Eq. (22).
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B. Power spetrum
It is useful to look at power spetra (PS) of generated
intensity signals [36, 37, 38, 39℄. Power spetrum is de-
ned as
S(ω) =
I˜(ω)I˜(−ω)
T ′
, (32)
where I˜(ω) is Fourier transform of I(t) (f. Eq. (A5)).
We alulate suh PS and nd, as expeted, that they too
exhibit a nonergodi behavior, as shown in Fig. 10. Eah
PS is random and does not fall on the ensemble averaged
urve (dashed line) even after averaging the data in large
frequeny windows. Note that for smaller θ the PS values
for a given ω are spread wider, whih is a reetion of a
wider distributions of orrelation funtions (f. Figs. 6,
8). In light of the saling CTA(t
′, T ′) ∼ A − Br1−θ in
expressions (12) and (22) for small enough r (but for t′
as large as desired, as long as T ′ is large enough) we an
argue that the PS will sale as (f. Eq. (A8))
S(ω) ∼ −2B(T ′)θ−1Re
∫ T ′
0
(t′)1−θe−iωt
′
dt′
≈ 2BT ′ cos(πθ/2)Γ(2− θ)(ωT ′)θ−2 ∝ ωθ−2
(33)
as long as ω ≫ 1/T ′ (term A in CTA(t
′, T ′) leads to a
term 2AT ′ sinωT ′/(ωT ′) whih is zero for all ω 6= 0 used
in alulating disrete power spetrum). This is indeed
the ase, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In Eq. (33) we esti-
mated the PS by Fourier transforming the orrelation
funtion, implying the well-known Wiener-Khinthine
theorem. This theorem, however, is assumed valid only
for stationary proesses and for ensemble averaged or-
relation funtions and spetra. Nevertheless, one an say
that with respet to short sojourn times eah realization
is idential, and the observed non-ergodiity is due to
neessarily poor statistis of long intervals (leading, in
partiular, to dierent values of B for dierent realiza-
tions). See Appendix A for disussion on a generalized
Wiener-Khinthine theorem.
For the ensemble-averaged spetrum, using the value
B = sin(πθ)/(4πθ(1 − θ)) from Eq. (12),
〈S(ω)〉
T ′
∼
cos(πθ/2)
2Γ(1 + θ)
(ωT ′)θ−2, ωT ′ ≫ 1. (34)
This line is also shown in Fig. 10.
VII. SUMMARY
We investigated autoorrelation of a dihotomous ran-
dom proess governed by idential waiting time distribu-
tions of its two states, haraterized by zero and nonzero
intensity. We onsidered the ase of a power law wait-
ing time with exponent θ lying between 0 and 1, as this
hoie is of onsiderable pratial interest. This proess
is a one-dimensional Lévy walk proess. Suh power law
distributions are experimentally observed, as disussed
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Figure 10: Power spetrum S(ω)/T ′ for ten typial realiza-
tions shown in Fig. 5, for θ = 0.3 (top) and θ = 0.8 (bottom).
Data for eah realization are averaged in exponentially in-
reasing with ω bins. Eah urve is normalized in suh a way
that at ω = 0 the PS equals I2[0,T ′]. The PS is random due to
non-ergodiity of underlying proess. Dashed lines are given
by Eq. (34) and sale as ωθ−2. The absissas are 1 + ωT ′ in
order to show the value of PS at zero frequeny on a log-log
plot.
in the Introdution. These distributions lead to aging
and non-ergodiity and in partiular, to a distribution
of possible values of a single trajetory two-time orre-
lation funtion for xed times, even in the limit when
these times go to innity. This is in striking ontrast
to the standard situation in whih orrelation funtion
asymptotially assumes only one possible value for xed
times, equal to the ensemble average (ergodiity).
For our theoretial analysis of distributions of orrela-
tion funtions we used the non-ergodi mean-eld and the
deoupling approximation, Eqs. (18) and (25), in whih
various temporal averages of the intensity were replaed
by the total time averaged intensity I[0,T ] or I[t′,T ′], spe-
i for eah realization. We then expressed the orrela-
tion funtion as a (deterministi or random) funtion of
this time average. This enabled us to derive approximate
results for the distributions of orrelation funtions from
known distributions of time averaged intensity. We also
related power spetra of single trajetories to the time
averaged orrelation funtions, and demonstrated their
nonergodiity as well as universal saling whih is a fun-
tion of the exponent θ only. Our results agree well with
numerial simulations, and, importantly, larify the na-
ture of the investigated non-ergodiity. Generalizations
of our approah to situations with dierent on and o
time distributions are possible.
In the ontext of blinking nanorystals, we showed
[26℄ that the exponent θ = 1/2 is a result of a simple
model of rst passage time of harge arrier in three di-
mensions, based on standard diusion. The experiments
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[10, 12, 14, 40, 41℄ show, that rather generally, power
law sojourn times desribe dynamis of single partiles
in diverse systems. Sine power law sojourn times (not
neessarily for a two state proess) lead to non-ergodi
behavior, we expet that stohasti theories of ergodiity
breaking will play an inreasingly important role in the
analysis of single partile experiments.
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Appendix A: FORMAL SOLUTION
We express the numerator in Eq. (2) through the
umulative renewal (transition) times tj by noting that
I(t) = const on intervals tn < t < tn+1, while I(t+ t
′) =
const on intervals tm − t
′ < t < tm+1 − t
′
and keeping in
mind the restrition 0 < t < T . For onveniene, we rede-
ne the rst tj whih is > T
′
to be equal to T ′. The index
of this tj is denoted by N . Note that τN ≡ T
′ − tN−1 is
not distributed aording to ψ(τ). The temporal dura-
tions (lengths) of intervals where both I(t) and I(t+ t′)
are onstant, are then
lmn(t
′) = max {0,min(tn+1, tm+1 − t
′)−max(tn, tm − t
′)}
(A1)
and in partiular
lnn = max {0, τn+1 − t
′} .
Obviously, lm<n,n = 0 and hene∫ T ′−t′
0
I(t)I(t+ t′)dt =
N−1∑
n = 0,
n even
N−1∑
m = n,
m even
lmn. (A2)
Here, and throughout the artile, we assume that the
proess starts in state on. This assumption is learly
asymptotially negligible, and is made here simply for
purposes of notation.
Using the umulative PDF of {τ1, ..., τN−1} and N − 1
under the onstraint tN−1 < T
′
[15℄ (and beause
Prob[tN−1 = T
′] = 0) we an write formally the PDF
of TCTA(t
′, T ′) = x as
fTCTA(t′,T ′)(x) =
∞∑
N=1
(
N−1∏
k=1
∫ ∞
0
ψ(τk)dτk
)
P(tN = T
′)×
×Θ(T ′ − tN−1)δ

x−
N−1∑
n = 0,
n even
N−1∑
m = n,
m even
lmn(t
′)

 ,
where Θ is Heaviside step funtion, P(tN = T
′) is the
probability that no transition ourred between tN−1 and
T ′, and δ is the Dira delta.
In order to get rid of the max and min funtions in Eq.
(A1), one an perform Laplae transform of Eq. (A1)
with respet to t′ (t′ → u) and write similar expression
for the PDF of T CˆTA(u, T
′) (for real u). It an be shown
that
lˆm>n,n(u) =
e−u(tm+1−tn)(euτm+1 − 1)(euτn+1 − 1)
u2
(A3)
and
lˆnn(u) =
uτn+1 − 1 + e
−uτn+1
u2
. (A4)
We ould not, unfortunately, utilize these expressions to
alulate fTCTA(t′,T ′)(x) or fTCˆTA(u,T ′)(x) and therefore
have to resort to various approximations.
Relation to power spetrum
We derive a generalized form of Wiener-Khinhine the-
orem for nonergodi nonstationary proesses. In analogy
to the numerial spetral analysis of a time series, we
assume here that the intensity signal is identially zero
outside of the interval [0, T ′]. Then the Fourier transform
of intensity is dened as
I˜(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)e−iωtdt =
∫ T ′
0
I(t)e−iωtdt (A5)
and the power spetrum of a realization is dened in Eq.
(32). From Eqs. (A5) and (32)
T ′S(ω) =
∫ T ′
0
I(t1)e
−iωt1dt1
∫ T ′
0
I(t2)e
iωt2dt2.
We now divide the integration over t2 into two parts and
replae the order of integration in the rst part:
∫ T ′
0
dt1
∫ T ′
0
dt2 =
∫ T ′
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 +
∫ T ′
0
dt1
∫ T ′
t1
dt2
=
∫ T ′
0
dt2
∫ T ′
t2
dt1 +
∫ T ′
0
dt1
∫ T ′
t1
dt2.
Swapping names t1 and t2 in the rst part thus yields
T ′S(ω) =
∫ T ′
0
dt1
∫ T ′
t1
dt2I(t1)I(t2)[e
iω(t1−t2)+eiω(t2−t1)]
and introduing t = t1 and t
′ = t2 − t1 results in
S(ω) =
1
T ′
∫ T ′
0
dt
∫ T ′−t
0
dt′I(t)I(t+ t′)[e−iωt
′
+ eiωt
′
].
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In a similar fashion, we an write the Laplae transform
of
K(t′, T ′) ≡ (T ′ − t′)CTA(t
′, T ′) =
∫ T ′−t′
0
dtI(t)I(t + t′)
(A6)
with respet to t′ as
Kˆ(u, T ′) =
∫ ∞
0
dt′e−ut
′
∫ T ′−t′
0
dtI(t)I(t + t′)
=
∫ T ′
0
dt
∫ T ′−t
0
dt′I(t)I(t+ t′)e−ut
′
and it beomes evident that
T ′S(ω) = Kˆ(iω, T ′) + Kˆ(−iω, T ′). (A7)
This is a generalization of the Wiener-Khinthine theo-
rem stating that the power spetrum is given by osine
Fourier transform of a orrelation funtion. But while
this theorem is used for ensemble-averaged orrelation
funtions of stationary proesses, here we have a sim-
ilar relation for a non-stationary proess, and without
ensemble averaging. Note that the dependene on T ′ is
preserved, in ontrast to the regular Wiener-Khinthine
theorem.
From Eq. (A6) it follows that
Kˆ(u, T ′) = T ′CˆTA(u, T
′) +
∂CˆTA(u, T
′)
∂u
and for large uT ′ ≫ 1, CˆTA(u, T
′) ≈ Kˆ(u, T ′)/T ′, lead-
ing nally to
S(ω) = CˆTA(iω, T
′) + CˆTA(−iω, T
′)
+
∂[CˆTA(iω, T
′)− CˆTA(−iω, T
′)]
i∂ω
≈ CˆTA(iω, T
′) + CˆTA(−iω, T
′)
(A8)
for large ωT ′ ≫ 1. Note that for a single trajetory
orrelation dened as
(∫ T ′−t′
0
I(t)I(t+ t′)dt
)
/T ′ instead
of Eq. (2) the generalized Wiener-Khinthine relation is
exat for any ω (f. Eq. (A7)).
As an illustration, onsider now our ase of the on-
o proess. Fourier transform of an intensity I(t) for a
realization is:
I˜(ω) =
1
−iω
N−1∑
n = 0,
n even
e−iωtn+1(1− eiωτn+1).
Then it is straightforward to show that
T ′S(ω) = Kˆ(iω, T ′) + Kˆ(−iω, T ′),
where Kˆ(u, T ′) an be found utilizing Eqs. (A2), (A3)
and (A4). This is a partiular ase of the general relation
(A7).
Appendix B: DISTRIBUTION OF T+
[a,b]
Here we present asymptotially exat formula for a dis-
tribution of on times on an arbitrary interval [a, b], where
a and b−a are large enough. We denote the rst renewal
time after a by ν. We have to take two possibilities into
aount. First is that there was at least one renewal in-
side the interval and then a < ν < b. Thus
T+[a,b] = Y + T
+
[ν,b]
whereY is the on time from a till rst renewal ν. Asymp-
totially, Y is independent of initial onditions and its
PDF is
fY (y) =
1
2
δ(y − (ν − a)) +
1
2
δ(y − 0),
where the two Dira deltas orrespond to being in state
on or o.
After renewal at time ν, again asymptotially, we an
use the PDF of T+[ν,b] whih is also independent of its
initial ondition, i.e., the value of Y being 0 or 1. Then
the PDF of T+[ν,b]/(b− ν) is given by the Lamperti ℓθ and
therefore for any xed ν
fT+
[a,b]
(x|ν; ν < b)
= 12(b−ν)
[
ℓθ
(
x−(ν−a)
b−ν
)
+ ℓθ
(
x
b−ν
)]
.
(B1)
The seond possibility is that ν > b and in this ase,
learly,
fT+
[a,b]
(x|ν; ν > b) =
1
2
δ(x− (b − a)) +
1
2
δ(x− 0).
Introduing the PDF of the forward reurrene time,
fE(ν − a; a), whih is the PDF of having to wait for the
rst renewal after time a for a period of time ν − a [15℄,
we nally obtain
fT+
[a,b]
(x) =
∫ b
a
fT+
[a,b]
(x|ν)fE(ν − a; a)dν
+ 12 (δ(x − (b− a)) + δ(x− 0))
∫ ∞
b
fE(ν − a; a)dν,
with fT+
[a,b]
(x|ν) in the rst integral given by Eq. (B1).
The last integral
p0(a, b) =
∫ ∞
b
fE(ν − a; a)dν (B2)
denes the persistene probability p0(a, b), for b ≥ a. The
funtion fE(ν−a; a) is equal to ψ(ν) for a = 0. For large
a, it is the Dynkin funtion [15, 26, 32℄
fE(ν − a; a) ∼
sinπθ
π
1(
ν
a
− 1
)θ
ν
,
and then p0(a, b) an be written as in Eq. (14).
Finally, the PDF of I[a,b] = z is
QI[a,b](z) = (b− a)fT+
[a,b]
((b− a)z). (B3)
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Appendix C: PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS
We onsider here two situations whih an be analyzed
dierently from the approah presented in Setion V.
This analysis helps understanding the struture of the
orrelation funtions.
1. Extremely small t′
If t′ < τi, i = 1, ..., N then, using Appendix A, we
obtain lm>n+1,n = 0, lnn = τn+1 − t
′
and
TCTA(t
′, T ′) = T+[0,T ′] −
[
N + 1
2
]
int
t′ ≈ T+[0,T ′] −
Nt′
2
(C1)
where the subsript int indiates that [...℄ denote integer
part. It is easy to see that in this ase, T+[0,T ′] > 0 for
t′ > 0 and, moreover, 0 < TCTA(t
′, T ′) ≤ T , as it should
(beause N ≥ 1).
The fration of time T ′ overed by short intervals τi <
t′ sales as ∫ t′
0
tψ(t)dt∫ T ′
0 tψ(t)dt
≈
(
t′
T ′
)1−θ
= r1−θ (C2)
for large enough t′ and T ′. Hene the ontribution of
these short intervals is negligible if t′ ≪ T ′, although t′
is large (in ontrast to the ase when the mean sojourn
time is nite and the fration of time overed by intervals
shorter than t′ grows to 1 as t′ inreases, irrespetive of
the ratio t′/T ′). Therefore, we argue that Eq. (C1) an
still be used when t′ ≪ T ′, if by N we understand the
number Neff of intervals longer than t
′
. It is important,
however, to distinguish these oarsened intervals from the
original intervals τi. The durations τeff of the oarsened
intervals are not governed by ψ(τ). For a power law ψ(τ)
we expet that their durations are still governed by a
power law PDF with the same exponent θ. Nevertheless,
it is questionable to use asymptoti expressions for Neff
as a funtion of t′/T ′, onstruted in a fashion used in
Setion V, beause the PDF of τeff does not have to be
a power law for τeff ∼ t
′
(and it is zero for τeff < t
′
).
2. Small θ and intermediate t′
It is possible to make an exat alulation if there exists
an interval number k, and for t′ suh that
N∑
i = 1
i 6= k
τi < t
′ < τk.
Ubiquitous realization of this ondition ould be expeted
for small θ, when the longest interval often approahes
the experimental time T ′. Then, for m > n using
tn − (tm − t
′) = t′ −
m∑
i=n+1
τi
tn+1 − (tm+1 − t
′) = t′ −
m+1∑
i=n+2
τi
yields
lm>n+1,n = δn,k−1τm+1 + δm,k−1τn+1;
also
lnn = δn,k−1(τk − t
′),
where δij is Kroneker delta, and hene
CTA(t
′, T ′) =


0, k even
I[0,T ′] − r
1− r
, k odd.
(C3)
In the ase of odd k, T+[0,T ′] ≥ τk > t
′
so that always 0 ≤
CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤ 1, as it should. This partiular solution
also plays an important role in dening the boundaries of
the two-dimensional orrelation plots disussed in Setion
VI.
Appendix D: NOTES ABOUT EQ. (22)
In this appendix, we disuss some approximations in-
volved in the derivation of Eq. (22) and some of its short-
omings.
We begin with Eq. (19). Saling behavior n ∝ T θ,
where n is the number of transitions up to time T, is
well-known for 0 < θ < 1 (e.g., [15℄). However, the
distribution of n is wide and its standard deviation is
also known to sale as T θ. For our purposes, we want
to represent this standard deviation as arising from two
ontributions. First is that n depends on T+ ≡ T+[0,T ],
while seond ontribution is that for any xed T+ there
still is a distribution of n values. We an approximate
the rst ontribution by writing n ∝ (T+(T − T+)/T )
θ
.
Sine T+ ∝ T , this formula does not ontradit standard
saling n ∝ T θ, and it is at least in qualitative agreement
with our numerial simulations. To justify it we observe
that when T+ ≪ T then there is probably a large in-
terval of state o, whih overs almost all the time T.
If we remove this large interval then the remaining total
time will be of the order of T+, while the number of in-
tervals will essentially remain unhanged (will derease
by 1). Hene, in this ase n ∝ T+. Similar arguments
apply when T− ≡ T − T+ ≪ T , leading to the proposed
saling. We neglet the seond ontribution, although it
is not small. In Eq. (19) we used n+ ∝ (T+)
θ
, while the
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saling part n+ ∝ ((T − T+)/T )
θ
was absorbed in the
oeients. We also should ideally reover the relation
n ∼
sinπθ
πθ
T θ,
whih leads to
sinπθ
πθ
∼ 2
∫ 1
0
n+(z)
T θ
ℓθ(z)dz, (D1)
where z ≡ T+/T and the fator of 2 arises beause
n+ ∼ n/2. In ase of Eq. (19) we have n+ ∼
(Tz)θ sinπθ/(πθ) and relation (D1) is fullled approxi-
mately. One an instead approximate n+ ∼ a(Tz)θ or
maybe n+ ∼ b(1 − z)θ(Tz)θ where a or b will be deter-
mined from Eq. (D1). Alternatively, a or b an be de-
termined by equating the ensemble average of Eq. (22)
for small r with Eq. (12) for P+ = 1/2.
There are two notieable shortomings of Eq. (22).
One of them regarding the disontinuity of its deriva-
tive is mentioned in Setion VI. The other one beomes
lear if one onsiders the omplementary intensity signal
J(t) = 1− I(t). It follows from Eq. (2) that
CI(t
′, T ′) = I[0,T ] + I[t′,T ′] − 1 + CJ(t
′, T ′), (D2)
where CI(t
′, T ′) ≡ CTA(t
′, T ′) and CJ (t
′, T ′) is the time-
averaged orrelation of signal J(t). Eq. (22) is written
for CI(t
′, T ′), but analogous equation an be written for
CJ (t
′, T ′) as well, where I[0,T ] is replaed by 1 − I[0,T ].
Then, unfortunately, the relation (D2) will not hold in
general. It will be satised trivially if t′ = 0, or if t′
is large enough so that one an use the seond line of
Eq. (22) for both CI(t
′, T ′) and CJ(t
′, T ′) (more pre-
isely, if CI(t
′, T ′) ∼ I[0,T ]I[t′,T ′] as in Eq. (25) and also
CJ (t
′, T ′) ∼ (1 − I[0,T ])(1− I[t′,T ′])).
Appendix E: BOUNDARIES OF CTA(t
′, T ′)
Let us rst onsider the simpler ase of r ≥ 1/2: then
T ≥ t′. If T−[0,T ′] ≡ T
′ − T+[0,T ′] ≤ t
′ − T , or equiva-
lently I[0,T ′] ≥ 2(1 − r) then all the o intervals an
be plaed inside the interval [T, t′] and hene CTA(t
′, T ′)
an attain its maximal value of 1, whih we will write
as CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤ 1, meaning that the limit is ahievable.
For I[0,T ′] < 2(1 − r) we put maximal duration of the
o intervals inside the unused region [T, t′], making it
identially zero, and the rest distribute identially on in-
tervals [0, T ] and [t′, T ′], so that all o intervals in [0, T ]
will be multiplied by all o intervals in [t′, T ′]. Then we
have CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤
(
T −
(
T−[0,T ′] − (t
′ − T )
)
/2
)
/T =
I[0,T ′]/(2(1−r)), where again, this upper bound is ahiev-
able. Considering the lower bound, for T−[0,T ′] > T or
equivalently I[0,T ′] < r, CTA(t
′, T ′) ≥ 0 and an reah
zero, beause we an make the whole interval [0, T ] zero.
For I[0,T ′] ≥ r we have CTA(t
′, T ′) ≥
(
T − T−[0,T ′]
)
/T =(
I[0,T ′] − r
)
/(1 − r). Summarizing for r ≥ 1/2 we have
Eq. (30).
The ase of r < 1/2, when t′ < T , is more ompliated.
We note that if the interval lies inside of [t′, T ] it will be
used twie, by both funtions I(t) and I(t + t′). There-
fore, to minimize CTA(t
′, T ′) for a given T+[0,T ′] it seems
desirable to put as muh as possible of the o intervals
into [t′, T ]. This is a good idea until we an make these
intervals to be multiplied by the on intervals. If there
is too muh o time inside [t′, T ] then some zeros inside
[t′, T ] will neessarily multiply other zeros inside [t′, T ],
the situation we want to avoid. This an happen only
if r < 1/3. Therefore let us onsider only the ase of
1/3 ≤ r < 1/2. Then if T−[0,T ′] < T − t
′
or equivalently
I[0,T ′] > 2r yields CTA(t
′, T ′) ≥
(
T − 2T−[0,T ′]
)
/T =(
2I[0,T ′] − r − 1
)
/(1 − r). For I[0,T ′] ≤ 2r we have
CTA(t
′, T ′) ≥
(
T − 2(T − t′)− (T−[0,T ′] − (t− t
′))
)
/T =(
I[0,T ′] + r − 1
)
/(1 − r), assuming that if this bound
is negative it is replaed by 0. For the upper
bounds it follows that if T−[0,T ′] ≤ 2[T − 2(T − t
′)] or
I[0,T ′] ≥ 3− 6r then CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤
(
T − T−[0,T ′]/2
)
/T =(
I[0,T ′] + 1− 2r
)
/(2(1 − r)) and if T+[0,T ′] ≤ 3(T − t
′)
or I[0,T ′] ≤ 3 − 6r then CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤
(
2T+[0,T ′]/3
)
/T =
2I[0,T ′]/(3(1−r)). Summarizing for 1/3 ≤ r < 1/2 yields
Eq. (31).
Finally, for small r onsider a simple ounter-example
showing that the bound CTA(t
′, T ′) ≤
(
I[0,T ′] − r
)
/(1−
r) an be overome, in priniple, for any I[0,T ′]. Let
T ′/t′ = 1/r be an integer. For any T−[0,T ′] we then an
distribute the on and o times by rst lling the in-
terval [0, t′] with on time from 0 to rT+[0,T ′] and lling
the remainder (from rT+[0,T ′] to t
′ = rT ′) with o time.
Rest of the intervals, [t′, 2t′], [2t′, 3t′], ..., [T, T ′] are lled
in exatly the same way. Then learly CTA(t
′, T ′) =(
rT+[0,T ′](1− r)/r
)
/T = I[0,T ′] >
(
I[0,T ′] − r
)
/(1 − r)
for I[0,T ′] < 1. The value I[0,T ′] is not an upper bound
either, in general, as an be seen, e.g., from Eq. (31).
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